We solve an open problem in the literature by providing an online algorithm for multidimensional bin packing that uses only bounded space. To achieve this, we introduce a new technique for classifying the items to be packed. We show that our algorithm is optimal among bounded space algorithms for any dimension d > 1. Its asymptotic performance ratio is (Π ∞ ) d , where Π ∞ ≈ 1.691 is the asymptotic performance ratio of the one-dimensional algorithm Harmonic. A modified version of this algorithm for the case where all items are hypercubes is also shown to be optimal. Its asymptotic performance ratio is sublinear in d.
Introduction
Bin packing is one of the oldest and most well-studied problems in computer science [12, 6] . The study of this problem dates back to the early 1970's, when computer science was still in its formative phase-ideas which originated in the study of the bin packing problem have helped shape computer science as we know it today. The influence and importance of this problem are witnessed by the fact that it has spawned off whole areas of research, including the fields of online algorithms and approximation algorithms. In this paper, we study a natural generalization of bin packing, called box packing.
Problem Definition: Let d ≥ 1 be an integer. In the d-dimensional box packing problem, we receive a sequence σ of items h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n . Each item h has a fixed size, which is s 1 (h) × · · · × s d (h). I.e., s i (h) is the size of h in the ith dimension. We have an infinite number of bins, each of which is a d-dimensional unit hyper-cube. Each item must be assigned to a bin and a position (x 1 (h), . . . , x d (h)), where 0 ≤ x i (h) and x i (h) + s i (h) ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Further, the positions must be assigned in such a way that no two items in the same bin overlap. A bin is empty if no item is assigned to it, otherwise it is used. The goal is to minimize the number of bins used. Note that for d = 1, the box packing problem reduces to exactly the classic bin packing problem.
There are a number of variants of this problem which are of interest:
• In the online version of this problem, each item must be assigned in turn, without knowledge of the next items.
• In the hypercube packing problem we have the restriction that all items are hypercubes, i.e. an item has the same size in every dimension.
• In the bounded space variant, an algorithm has only a constant number of bins available to accept items at any point during processing. The bounded space assumption is a quite natural one, especially so in online box packing. Essentially the bounded space restriction guarantees that output of packed bins is steady, and that the packer does not accumulate an enormous backlog of bins which are only output at the end of processing.
• In variable-sized bin packing, bins of various sizes are available to be used for packing and the goal is to minimize the total size of all the bins used.
• In resource-augmented bin packing, the online algorithm has larger bins at its disposal than the offline algorithm, and the goal is to minimize the number of bins used.
The offline versions of these problems are NP-hard, while even with unlimited computational ability it is impossible in general to produce the best possible solution online. We consider online approximation algorithms.
The standard measure of algorithm quality for box packing is the asymptotic performance ratio, which we now define. For a given input sequence σ, let cost A (σ) be the number of bins used by algorithm A on σ. Let cost(σ) be the minimum possible number of bins used to pack items in σ. The asymptotic performance ratio for an algorithm A is defined to be
cost(σ) = n .
Let O be some class of box packing algorithms (for instance online algorithms or bounded space online algorithms). The optimal asymptotic performance ratio for O is defined to be R ∞ O = inf A∈O R ∞ A . Given O, our goal is to find an algorithm with asymptotic performance ratio close to R ∞ O .
Previous Results: The classic (one-dimensional) online bin packing problem was first investigated by Ullman [33] . He showed that the First Fit algorithm has performance ratio d ≥ 2 (2.85958 for d = 2). Even though this algorithm is based on Harmonic, it was not clear how to change it to bounded space. Li and Cheng [27] also gave a Harmonic-based algorithm for d = 2 and d = 3.
Seiden and van Stee [32] improved the upper bound for d = 2 to 2.66013. Several lower bounds have been shown [18, 19, 35, 2] . The best lower bound for d = 2 is 1.907 [2] , while the best lower bound for large d is less than 3. For bounded space algorithms, a lower bound of (Π ∞ ) d is implied by [11] .
For online square packing, even less is known. The following results are known for d = 2: Coppersmith and Raghavan [7] showed an upper bound of 43/16 = 2.6875 and a lower bound of 4/3 (which holds for all d ≥ 2). The upper bound was improved to 395/162 < 2.43828 by Seiden and van Stee [32] . For d = 3, Miyazawa and Wakabayashi [29] showed an upper bound of 3.954. For the offline problem, Ferreira, Miyazawa and Wakabayashi give a 1.988-approximation algorithm [16] . A sequence of results improved this result [24, 32, 4] , recently culminating in an APTAS by Bansal and Sviridenko [1] and Correa and Kenyon [8] independently.
Our Results: In this paper, we present a number of results for online and offline box and square packing:
• We begin by presenting a bounded space algorithm for the packing of hypercubes. An interesting feature of the analysis is that although we show the algorithm is optimal, we do not know the exact asymptotic performance ratio. The asymptotic performance ratio is Ω(log d) and O(d/ log d).
• We then extend this algorithm to a bounded space algorithm for general hyperbox packing and show that this algorithm is also optimal, with an asymptotic performance ratio of (Π ∞ ) d . This solves the ten-year old open problem of how to pack hyperboxes using only bounded space.
• We present a bounded space algorithm for the variable-sized multidimensional bin packing problem. As for the first algorithm above, we do not know the exact asymptotic performance ratio.
• We then give an analogous algorithm for the problem of resource augmented online bin packing. This algorithm is also optimal, with an asymptotic performance ratio of
is the size of the bins that the online algorithm uses.
For the online results, we will use the technique of weighting functions. This technique was originally introduced for one-dimensional bin packing algorithms [33, 21] . In [32] , it was demonstrated how to use the analysis for one-dimensional algorithms to get results for higher dimensions. In contrast, in the current paper we will define weighting functions directly for multidimensional algorithms, without using one-dimensional algorithms as subroutines.
New Technique: To construct the bounded space algorithm we adapt some of the ideas used in previous work. Specifically, the algorithm of [11] also required a scheme of partitioning bins into sub-bins, and of sub-bins into smaller and smaller sub-bins. However, in order to keep a constant number of bins active, we had to introduce a new method of classifying items. Our key improvement is that there is not one single class of "small" items like all the standard algorithms have, but instead we partition the items into an infinite number of classes that are grouped into a finite number of groups. The hypercube packing algorithm uses an easier scheme for the same purpose. This is a more direct extension of the method used in [7] .
The Harmonic algorithm
In this section we briefly discuss the important one-dimensional Harmonic algorithm [25] . In the next sections we adapt it to the multi dimensional cases using our novel techniques.
The fundamental idea of these algorithms is to first classify items by size, and then pack an item according to its class (as opposed to letting the exact size influence packing decisions).
For the classification of items, we need to partition the interval (0, 1] into subintervals. The standard Harmonic algorithm uses M − 1 subintervals of the form (1/(i + 1), 1/i] for i = 1, . . . , M − 1 and one final subinterval (0, 1/M ]. Each bin will contain only items from one subinterval (type). Items in subinterval i are packed i per bin for i = 1, . . . , M − 1 and the items in interval M are packed in bins using Next Fit(i.e. a greedy algorithm that opens a new active bin whenever an item does not fit into the current active bin, and never uses the previous bins).
Packing hypercubes
In this section we define the algorithm for hypercubes, denoted by alg ε . In the next section we extend it to deal with hyperboxes. Let the size of hypercube h, s(h) be the length of each side of the hypercube.
The algorithm has a parameter ε > 0. Let M ≥ 10 be an integer parameter such that
We distinguish between "small" hypercubes (of size smaller or equal to 1/M ) and "big" hypercubes (of size larger than 1/M ). The packing algorithm will treat them in different ways.
All large hypercubes are packed using a multidimensional version of Harmonic [25] . The hypercubes are assigned a type according to their size: type i items have a size in the interval (1/(i + 1), 1/i] for i = 1, . . . , M − 1. The bins that are used to pack items of these types all contain items of only one type. We use the following algorithm to pack them. A bin is called active if it can still receive items, otherwise it is closed.
Algorithm AssignLarge(i) At all times, there is at most one active bin for each type. Each bin is partitioned into i d hypercubes (sub-bins) of size 1/i each (the sub-bins create a grid of i strips in each dimension). Each such sub-bin can contain exactly one item of type i. On arrival of a type i item it is assigned to a free sub-bin (and placed anywhere inside this sub-bin). If all sub-bins are taken, the previous active bin is closed, a new active bin is opened and partitioned into sub-bins.
The small hypercubes are also assigned types depending on their size, but in a different way. Consider an item h of size s(h) ≤ 1/M . Let k be the largest non-negative integer such
The item is defined to be of type i. Each bin that is used to pack small items contains only small items with a given type i. Note that items of very different sizes may be packed together in one bin. We now describe the algorithm to pack a new small item of type i for i = M, . . . , 2M − 1. A sub-bin which received a hypercube is said to be used. A sub-bin which is not used and not cut into smaller sub-bins is called empty.
Algorithm AssignSmall(i) The algorithm maintains a single active bin. Each bin may during its use be partitioned into sub-bins which are hypercubes of different sizes of the form 1/(2 j i). When an item h of type i arrives we do the following. Let k be the integer such that 2 k s(h) ∈ (1/(i + 1), 1/i].
1. If there is an empty sub-bin of size 1/(2 k i), then the item is simply assigned there and placed anywhere within the sub-bin.
2. Else, if there is no empty sub-bin of any size 1/(2 j i) for j < k inside the current bin, the bin is closed and a new bin is opened and partitioned into sub-bins of size 1/i. Then the procedure in step 3 is followed, or step 1 in case k = 0.
3. Take an empty sub-bin of size 1/(2 j i) for a maximum j < k. Partition it into 2 d identical sub-bins (by cutting into two identical pieces, in each dimension). If the resulting subbins are of size larger than 1/(2 k i), take one of them and partition it in the same way. This is done until sub-bins of size 1/(2 k i) are reached. The new item is assigned into one such sub-bin.
Finally, the main algorithm only determines the type of newly arriving items and assigns them to the appropriate algorithms. The total number of active bins is at most 2M − 1. In order to perform a competitive analysis, we prove the following claims. Proof. Note that the number of empty sub-bins of size 1/i decays from i d to zero during the usage of such a bin. Consider a certain possible size r of a sub-bin in it. When a sub-bin of some size r is created, it is due to partition of a larger sub-bin. This means that there were no empty sub-bins of size r before the partition. Afterwards, there are at most 2 d − 1 of them for each size that has been created during the partitioning (for the smallest size into which the sub-bin is partitioned, 2 d sub-bins created, but one is immediately used). Claim 2 For a given i ≥ M , when a bin of type i is about to be closed, the total volume of empty sub-bins in the bin is at most 1/i d .
Note that the above claims bound the volume of sub-bins that are not used at all. There is some waste of volume also due to the fact that each item does not fill its sub-bin totally. We compute this waste later.
Proof. For i ≥ M , when a bin of type i is to be closed, there are no empty sub-bins of size 1/i in it. There are at most 2 d − 1 empty sub-bins of each other size by Claim 1. This gives a total unused volume of at most
Claim 3
The occupied volume in each closed bin of type i ≥ M is at least 1 − ε.
Proof.
A hypercube which was assigned into a sub-bin of size 1/(2 k i) always has size of at least 1/(2 k (i + 1)). Therefore the ratio of occupied space and existing space in each used sub-bin is at least i d /(i + 1) d . When a bin is closed, the total volume of used subbins is at least 1 − 1/i d by Claim 2. Therefore the occupied volume in the bin is at least
Now we are ready to analyze the performance. We define a weighting function for alg ε [33] . Each item p with type 1
which is the volume of the item divided by (1 − ε). We begin by showing that this weighting function is valid for our algorithm.
Proof. Each closed bin of type 1 ≤ i ≤ M − 1 contains i d items. All sub-bins are used when the bin is closed, and thus it contains a total weight of 1. Each closed bin of type M ≤ i ≤ 2M − 1 has occupied volume of at least 1 − ε by Claim 3, and therefore the weights of the items in such a bin sum up to at least 1. At most 2M − 1 bins are active. Thus the total number of bins used by alg ε for a given input sequence σ is upper bounded by the total weight of the items plus 2M − 1.
By this Lemma, for any given ε > 0, the asymptotic performance ratio of our algorithm can be upper bounded by the maximum amount of weight that can be packed in a single bin:
for a given input sequence σ (with fixed weight w), the offline algorithm minimizes the number of bins that it needs to pack all items in σ by packing as much weight as possible in each bin. If it needs k bins, the performance ratio on this input is w/k, which is also the average weight per offline bin.
Therefore we need to find the worst case offline bin, i.e. an offline bin which is packed with a maximum amount of weight. However, for the case of cubes, we only have M + 1 different types of items. All large items of type i have the same weight. All small items have the same ratio of weight to volume. Therefore the exact contents of a bin are not crucial. In order to define a packed bin, we only need to know how many items there are of each type, and the volume of the small items. To maximize the weight we can assume that the large items are as small as possible (without changing their type), and the rest of the bin is filled with small items.
Formally, we define a pattern as a tuple q = q 1 , . . . , q M −1 , where there exists a feasible packing into a single bin containing q i items of type i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ M − 1. This generalizes the definition from [31] . The weight of a pattern q is at most
Note that for any given pattern the amounts of items of types M, . . . , 2M − 1 are unspecified. However, as mentioned above, the weight of such items is always their volume divided by 1 − ε. Therefore (1) gives an upper bound for the total weight that can be packed in a single bin for a given pattern q. Summarizing, we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 2.1
The asymptotic performance ratio of alg ε is upper bounded by max q w ε (q), where the maximum is taken over all patterns q that are valid for alg ε .
In order to use the Theorem, we need the following geometric Claim. We immediately formulate it in a general way so that we can also apply it in the next section. j=1 k j . Therefore, as interval graphs are perfect, we can color the short intervals using d−1 j=1 k j colors. Note that the number of intervals of each independent set is at most k d (due to length), and so the total number of intervals is at most d j=1 k j . Lemma 2.2 Let α = lim inf ε→0 max q w ε (q), where the maximum is taken over all patterns q that are valid for alg ε . Then the asymptotic performance ratio of any bounded space algorithm is at least α.
Proof. We show that there is no bounded space algorithm with an asymptotic performance ratio strictly below α. For any ε ′ > 0, there exists an ε ∈ (0, ε ′ ) such that R ∞ (alg ε ) ≤ (1+ε ′ )α. Consider the pattern q for which w ε (q) is maximal. We write w ε (q) = (1 + ε ′′ )α for some
Note that a pattern does not specify the precise sizes of any of the items in it. Based on q, we define a set of hypercubes that can be packed together in a single bin. For each item of type i in q, we take a hypercube of size 1/(i + 1) + δ for some small δ > 0. Take
We add a large amount of small hypercubes of total volume V δ , where the sizes of the small hypercubes are chosen in such a way that they can all be packed in a single bin together with the large hypercubes prescribed by q. By the definition of a pattern, such a packing is feasible for δ sufficiently small. 
But the optimal offline cost is simply N . Taking δ = 1/N and letting N grow without bound, N becomes much larger than M and the asymptotic performance ratio of any bounded space on-line algorithm is lower bounded by
Note that the weight of this set of hypercubes according to our definition of weights tends to
This Lemma implies that our algorithm is the best possible bounded space algorithm. More precisely, for every ε ′ > 0, there exists an ε ∈ (0, ε ′ ) such that R ∞ (alg ε ) ≤ (1 + ε ′ )α, and no bounded space algorithm has an asymptotic performance ratio below (1 − ε ′ )α. This also implies that our weighting function cannot be improved and determines the asymptotic performance ratio exactly. However, we have no general formula for this ratio. We do have the following bounds. Theorem 2.2 There exists a value of M such that the asymptotic performance ratio of alg ε is O(d/ log d). Any bounded space algorithm (in particular alg ε ) has an asymptotic performance ratio of Ω(log d).
Proof. We first show the upper bound. Take M = 2d/ log d. The occupied area in bins of small types is at least ( M M +1 ) d+1 by the proof of Claim 3. This is greater than (
Suppose the input is I. Denote by I i the subsequence of items of type i (i = 1, . . . , M ), where we consider all the small types as a single type. Then we have alg(I i ) = opt(I i ) ≤ opt(I) for i = 1, . . . , M − 1, since if items of only one type arrive, our algorithm packs them perfectly. Moreover, alg(
We now prove the lower bound. Consider the following lower bound construction. (This lower bound can also be shown using the weighting function.) We use ⌈log d⌉ phases. In phase i, N ((
OPT can place all these items in just N bins by using the following packing scheme. Each bin is packed identically, so we just describe the packing of a single bin. The first item is placed in a corner of the bin. We assign coordinates to the bin so that this corner is the origin and all positive axes are along edges of the bin. (The size of the bin in each dimension is 1.)
Consider any coordinate axis. We reserve the space between (1 − 2 1−i )(1 + δ) and (1 − 2 −i )(1 + δ) for items of phase i. Note that this is exactly the size of such an item. By doing this along every axis, we can place all The minimum number of bins that any bounded space online algorithm needs to place the items of phase i is N (
Note that the contribution of each phase i to the total number of bins required to pack all items is strictly decreasing in i. Consider the contribution of the last phase, which is phase ⌈log d⌉. Since ⌈log d⌉ ≤ 1 + log d, it is greater than N (1 − (
Thus all ⌈log d⌉ terms all contribute at least 0.39N , and the total number of bins required is at least 0.39N (⌈log d⌉). This implies a lower bound of Ω(log d) on the asymptotic performance ratio of this problem.
In [14] , we give specific upper and lower bounds for dimensions 2, . . . , 7.
Packing hyperboxes
Next we describe how to extend the algorithm for hypercubes to handle hyperboxes instead of hypercubes. This algorithm also uses the parameter ε. The value of M as a function of ε is picked so that M ≥ 1/(1 − (1 − ε) 1/(d+2) ) − 1. Similarly to the previous algorithm, the hyperboxes are classified into types. An arriving hyperbox h of dimensions (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h d ) is classified as one of (2M − 1) d types depending on its components: a type of a hyperbox is the vector of the types of its components.
There are 2M − 1 types of components. A component larger than 1/M has type i if 1/(i +
If the i-th component is small, the size of the sub-bin in the i-th dimension may be too large. Suppose its size is 1/(2 f ′ s i ) whereas the hyperbox has size ∈ (1/(2 f (s i + 1), 1/(2 f s i )] in this dimension for some f > f ′ . In this case, we divide the sub-bin into two equal parts by cutting halfway (across the i-th dimension). If the new sub-bins have the proper size, take one of the two smallest sub-bins that were created, and continue with the next component. Otherwise, take one of the new sub-bins and cut it in half again, repeating until the size of a created sub-bin is 1/(2 f s i ).
Thus we ensure that the sub-bin that we use to pack the item h has the proper size in every dimension. We then place this item anywhere inside the sub-bin.
We now generalize the proofs from the previous section for this algorithm. 2 f 1 s 1 
Proof. Note that the number of sub-bins of size (1/s 1 , . . . , 1/s d ), is initialized to be d i=1 s i , and decays until it reaches the value zero. The cutting process does not create more than a single empty sub-bin of each size. This is true for all the sub-bins created except for the smallest size that is created in any given process. For that size we create two identical sub-bins. However, one of them is filled right away.
Furthermore, no sub-bins of existing sizes are created due to the choice of the initial subbin. The initial sub-bin is chosen to be of minimum volume among the ones that can contain the item, and hence all the created sub-bins (all of which can contain the item) are of smaller volume than any other existing sub-bin that can contain the item.
Claim 6
The occupied volume in each closed bin of type (s 1 , . . . , s d ) is at least
where L is the set of large components in this type.
Proof. To bound the occupied volume in closed bins, note that a sub-bin which was assigned an item is full by a fraction of at least
Considering sub-bins that were empty when the bin was closed, by Claim 5 there may be one empty sub-bin of each size (1/ (2 f 1 s 1 ) , . . . , 1/(2 f d s d )), with the restrictions that f i is a nonnegative integer for i = 1, . . . , d, f i = 0 for each large component i, and there exists some i ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that f i = 0.
If there are no small components, there can be no empty sub-bins because large components never cause splits into sub-bins, so all sub-bins are used when the bin is closed. This gives a bound of i∈L s i /(s i + 1).
If there is only one small component, the total volume of all empty sub-bins that can exist is 1/(s 1 . . .
since one of the components is small (type is at least M ) and all other components have type at least 1. The occupied volume is at least
i∈L (s i /(s i + 1)). This holds for any d ≥ 2 and M ≥ 2.
If there are r ≥ 2 small components, the total volume of empty sub-bins is at most (2 r − 1)/(s 1 s 2 . . . s d ) ≤ (2 r − 1)/M r ≤ 2 r /M r . (We get the factor 2 r − 1 by enumerating over all possible choices of the values f i .) We get that the fraction of each bin that is filled is at least
The first inequality holds for M r − 2 r ≥ M r+2 /(M + 1) 2 , which holds for any r ≥ 2 and M ≥ 4.
Using (
M M +1 ) d+2 ≥ 1 − ε we get the Claim. We now define a weighting function for our algorithm. The weight of a hyperbox p with components (h 1 , . . . , h d ) and type (s 1 , . . . , s d ) is defined as
Lemma 3.1 For all input sequences σ, cost alg (σ) ≤ h∈σ w ε (h) + O(1).
Proof. In order to prove the claim, it is sufficient to show that each closed bin contains items of total weight of at least 1. Consider a bin filled with hyperboxes with type (s 1 , . . . , s d ). It is sufficient to consider the subsequence σ of the input that contains only items of this type, since all types are packed independently. We build an input σ ′ for which both the behavior of the algorithm and the weights are the same as for σ, and show the claim holds for σ ′ . Let δ < 1/M 3 be a very small constant.
For a hyperbox h ∈ σ with components (h 1 , . . . , h d ) and type (s 1 , . . . ,
As h and h ′ have the same type, they require a sub-bin of the same size in all dimensions. Therefore the algorithm packs σ ′ in the same way as it packs σ. Moreover, according to the definition of weight above, h and h ′ have the same weight.
Let v(h) denote the volume of an item h. For h ∈ σ, we compute the ratio of weight and volume of the item h ′ . We have
As δ tends to zero, this bound approaches the inverse of the number in Claim 6. This means that the total weight of items in a closed bin is no smaller than 1.
Just like in Section 2, this Lemma implies that the asymptotic worst case ratio is upper bounded by the maximum amount of weight that can be packed in a single bin. We now prove a technical lemma that implies that this weighting function is also "optimal" in that it determines the true asymptotic performance ratio of our algorithm.
Definition 1 The pseudo-volume of a hyperbox
where L is the set of large components of h.
Suppose that for a given set of hyperboxes X, we can partition the dimensions into two sets, S and T , such that for each dimension j in S, we have that the j-th components of all hyperboxes in X are bounded in an interval (1/(k j + 1), 1/k j ]. There are no restrictions on the dimensions in T . (Thus such a partition can always be found by taking S = ∅.)
For a hyperbox h ∈ X, define the generalized pseudo-volume of the components in T bỹ v(h, T ) = j∈T h j , where h j is the jth component of h. Define the total generalized pseudovolume of all hyperboxes in a set X byṽ(X, T ) = h∈Xṽ (h, T ).
Claim 7
For a given set X of hyperboxes, for sufficiently large N , any packing of X into bins requires at leastṽ(X, T )(1 − 1 N ) |T | / i∈S k i bins, where S and T form a partitioning of the dimensions as described above.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on the number of dimensions in T . For |T | = 0, we find that the total generalized pseudo-volume of X is simply the number of hyperboxes in X (since the empty product is 1) and thus the claim is true using Claim 4.
Assume the claim is true for |T | = 0, . . . , r−1. Suppose |S| = d−r < d. Take any dimension i ∈ T . We replace each hyperbox h, with component h i in dimension i, by ⌊N 2 h i ⌋ hyperboxes that have 1 N 2 as their i-th component, and are identical to h in all other components. Here N is taken sufficiently large, such that 1 N < h i . Clearly, the new input X ′ is no harder to pack, as we split each item into parts whose sum is smaller than or equal to the original items. The total generalized pseudo-volume of the hypercubes in X ′ is at most a factor of 1−
we get that the required number is at leastṽ(X, T )(1−γ)/ j∈S k j bins, where γ → 0 as N → ∞. In the remainder, we will take S to be the dimensions where the components of the hyperboxes in X are large, and T the dimensions where they are small. Note that this choice of S satisfies the constraints on S above, and that this reduces the generalized pseudo-volume to the (normal) pseudo-volume defined before. We are ready to prove the following Lemma. Lemma 3.2 Let ε > 0. Suppose the maximum amount of weight that can be packed in a single bin is α ε . Then our algorithm has an asymptotic performance ratio of α ε , and the asymptotic performance ratio of any bounded space algorithm is at least (1 − ε)α ε .
Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 3.1. We show a lower bound of value which tends to α ε on the asymptotic performance ratio of any bounded space algorithm.
Consider a packed bin for which the sum of weights is α ε . Partition the hyperboxes of this bin into M d types in the following way. Each component is either of a type in {1, . . . , M − 1} or small (i.e. of a type i, i ≤ M ). Let N ′ be a large constant. The sequence consists of phases. Each phase consists of one item from the packed bin, repeated N ′ times. The optimal offline cost is therefore N ′ . Using Claim 7 we see that the amount of bins needed to pack a phase which consists of an item p repeated N ′ times is simply N ′ w ε (p)(1 − γ)(1 − ε). Therefore the cost of an on-line algorithm is at least N ′ α ε (1 − γ)(1 − ε) − O(1), which makes the asymptotic performance ratio arbitrarily close to (1 − ε)α ε .
. Furthermore, we can determine the asymptotic performance ratio of our algorithm for hyperbox packing. Comparing to the unbounded space algorithm in [11] we can see that all the weights we defined are smaller than or equal to the weights used in [11] . So the asymptotic performance ratio is not higher. However, it can also not be lower due to the general lower bound for bounded space algorithms. This means that both algorithms have the same asymptotic performance ratio, namely (Π ∞ ) d , where Π ∞ ≈ 1.691 is the asymptotic performance ratio of the algorithm Harmonic [25] .
Variable-sized packing
In this section we consider the problem of multidimensional packing where the bins used can have different sizes. We assume that all bins are hypercubes, with sides α 1 < α 2 < . . . < α m = 1. In fact our algorithm is more general and works for the case where the bins are hyperboxes with dimensions α ij (i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , d). We present the special case of bins that are hypercubes in this paper in order to avoid an overburdened notation and messy technical details.
The main structure of the algorithm is identical to the one in Section 3. The main problem in adapting that algorithm to the current problem is selecting the right bin size to pack the items in. In the one-dimensional variable-sized bin packing problem, it is easy to see which bin will accommodate any given item the best; here it is not so obvious how to select the right bin size, since in one dimension a bin of a certain size might seem best whereas for other dimensions, other bins seem more appropriate.
We begin by defining types for hyperboxes based on their components and the available bin sizes. Once again we use a parameter ε. The value of M as a function of ε is again picked
is classified as one of at most (2mM/α 1 − 1) d types depending on its components: a type of a hyperbox is the vector of the types of its components. We define
Let the members of
The interval I j is defined to be (t j+1 , t j ] for j = 1, . . . , q ′ . Note that these intervals are disjoint and that they cover (α 1 /M, 1].
A component larger than α 1 /M has type i if h i ∈ I i , and is called large. A component smaller than α 1 /M has type i, where q ′ ≤ i ≤ q − 1, if there exists a non-negative integer f i such that t i+1 < 2 f i h i ≤ t i . Such components are called small. Thus in total there are q − 1 ≤ 2mM/α 1 − 1 component types.
Bin selection We now describe how to select a bin for a given type. Intuitively, the size of this bin is chosen in order to maximize the number of items packed relative to the area used. This is done as follows.
For a given component type s i and bin size α j , write F (s i , α j ) = max{k | α j /k ≥ t s i }. Thus for a large component, F (s i , α j ) is the number of times that a component of type s i fits in an interval of length α j . This number is uniquely defined due to the definition of the numbers t i . Basically, the general classification into types is too fine for any particular bin size, and we use F (s i , α j ) to get a less refined classification which only considers the points t i of the form α j /k.
Denote by L the set of components in type s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) that are large. If L = ∅, we use a bin of size 1 for this type. Otherwise, we place this type in a bin of any size α j which maximizes 1 i∈L
Thus we do not take small components into account in this formula. Note that for a small component, F (s i , α j ) is not necessarily the same as the number of times that such a component fits into any interval of length α j . However, it is at least M for any small component.
When such a bin is opened, it is split into
. These bins are then further sub-divided into sub-bins in order to place hyperboxes in "well-fitting" sub-bins, in the manner which is described in Section 3.
Similarly to in that section, the following claim can now be shown.
Claim 8
The occupied volume in each closed bin of type s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) is at least
where L is the set of large components in this type and α j is the bin size used to pack this type.
We now define a weighting function for our algorithm. The weight of a hyperbox h with components (h 1 , . . . , h d ) and type s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) is defined as
where L is the set of large components in this type and α j is the size of bins used to pack this type.
In order to prove that this weighting function works (gives a valid upper bound for the cost of our algorithm), we will want to modify components s i to the smallest possible component such that F (s i , α j ) does not change. (Basically, a component will be rounded to α j /(F (s i , α j ) + 1) plus a small constant.) However, with variable-sized bins, when we modify components in this way, the algorithm might decide to pack the new hyperbox differently. (Remember that F (s i , α j ) is a "less refined" classification which does not take other bin sizes than α j into account.) To circumvent this technical difficulty, we will show first that as long as the algorithm keeps using the same bin size for a given item, the volume guarantee still holds.
For a given type s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) and the corresponding set L and bin size α j , define an extended type Ext(s 1 , . Proof. In the proof of Claim 8, we only use that each large component h i is contained in the interval (
. Thus the proof also works for extended types. Proof. In order to prove the claim, it is sufficient to show that each closed bin of size α j contains items of total weight of at least α d j . Consider a bin of this size filled with hyperboxes of type s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ). It is sufficient to consider the subsequence σ of the input that contains only items of this type, since all types are packed independently. This subsequence only uses bins of size α j so we may assume that no other sizes of bins are given. We build an input σ ′ for which both the behavior of the algorithm and the weights are the same as for σ, and show the claim holds for σ ′ . Let δ < 1/M 3 be a very small constant.
For a hyperbox h ∈ σ with components (h 1 , . . . , h d ) and type s = (s 1 , . . . ,
Note that h ′ is of extended type Ext(s 1 , . . . , s d ). Since only one size of bin is given, the algorithm packs σ ′ in the same way as it packs σ. Moreover, according to the definition of weight above, h and h ′ have the same weight.
Here we have used in the last step that a component with a large type fits less than M times in a (one-dimensional) bin of size α 1 , and therefore less than M
times in a bin of size α j ≥ α 1 .
As δ tends to zero, this bound approaches α d j /V s,j . We find
Then Corollary 4.1 implies that the total weight of items in a closed bin of size α j is no smaller than α d j , which is the cost of such a bin. Suppose the optimal solution for a given input sequence σ uses n j bins of size α j . Denote the ith bin of size α j by B i,j . Then
This implies that the asymptotic worst case ratio is upper bounded by
where the second maximum is taken over all sets X j that can be packed in a bin of size α j . Similarly to Section 3, it can now be shown that this weighting function is also "optimal" in that it determines the true asymptotic performance ratio of our algorithm.
In particular, it can be shown that packing a set of hyperboxes X that have the same type vectors of large and small dimensions takes at least
bins of size α j , where h i is the ith component of hyperbox h, s i is the type of the ith component, and L is the set of large components (for all the hyperboxes in X). Since the cost of such a bin is α d j , this means that the total cost to pack N ′ copies of some item h is at least N ′ w ε (h)(1 − ε) when bins of this size are used. However, it is clear that using bins of another size α k does not help: packing N ′ copies of h into such bins would give a total cost of
Since α j was chosen to maximize i∈L (F (s i , α j )/α j ), this expression cannot be less than N ′ w ε (h)(1 − ε). More precisely, any bins that are not of size α j can be replaced by the appropriate number of bins of size α j without increasing the total cost by more than 1 (it can increase by 1 due to rounding).
This implies that our algorithm is optimal among online bounded space algorithms.
Resource augmented packing
The resource augmented problem is now relatively simple to solve. In this case, the online algorithm has bins at its disposal that are hypercubes of dimensions We now find that each closed bin of type s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) is full by at least
where L is the set of large components in this type, and B = d j=1 b i is the volume of the bins of the online algorithm.
We now define the weight of a hyperbox h with components (h 1 , . . . , h d ) and type s = (s 1 , . . . , s d ) as
This can be shown to be valid similarly as before, and it can also be shown that items can not be packed better. However, in this case we are additionally able to give explicit bounds for the asymptotic performance ratio.
The asymptotic performance ratio
Csirik and Woeginger [13] showed the following for the one-dimensional case.
For a given bin size b, define an infinite sequence T (b) = {t 1 , t 2 , . . .} of positive integers as follows: t 1 = ⌊1 + b⌋ and
and for i = 1, 2, . . .
Lemma 5.1 For every bin size b ≥ 1, there exist online bounded space bin packing algorithms with worst case performance arbitrarily close to ρ(b). For every bin size b ≥ 1, the bound ρ(b) cannot be beaten by any online bounded space bin packing algorithm.
The following lemma was proved in Csirik and Van Vliet [11] for a specific weighting function which is independent of the dimension, and is similar to a result of Li and Cheng [26] . However, the proof holds for any positive one-dimensional weighting function w. We extend it for the case where the weighting function depends on the dimension. For a one-dimensional weighting function w j and an input sequence σ, define w j (σ) = h∈σ w j (h). Furthermore define W j = sup σ w j (σ), where the supremum is taken over all sequences that can be packed into a one-dimensional bin.
Lemma 5.2 Let σ be a list of d-dimensional rectangles, and let Q be a packing which packs these rectangles into a d-dimensional unit cube. Let w j (j = 1, . . . , d) be arbitrary onedimensional weighting functions. For each h ∈ σ, we define a new hyperbox h ′ as follows: s j (h ′ ) = w j (s j (h)) for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Denote the resulting list of hyperboxes by σ ′ . Then there exists a packing Q ′ which packs σ ′ into a cube of size (W 1 , . . . , W d ).
Proof. We use a construction analogous to the one in [11] . We transform the packing Q = Q 0 of σ into a packing Q d of σ ′ in a cube of the desired dimensions. This is done in d steps, one for each dimension. Denote the coordinates of item h in packing Q i by (x i 1 (h), . . . , x i d (h)), and its dimensions by (s i 1 (h), . . . , s i d (h)). In step i, the coordinates as well as the sizes in dimension i are adjusted as follows. First we adjust the sizes and set s i i (h) = w i (s i (h)) for every item h, leaving other dimensions unchanged. To adjust coordinates, for each item h in packing Q i−1 we find the "left-touching" items, which is the set of items g which overlap with h in d − 1 dimensions, and for which x Then, for each item h that has no left-touching items, we set x i i (h) = 0. For all other items h, starting with the ones with smallest i-coordinate, we make the i-coordinate equal to max(x i i (g) + s i i (g)), where the maximum is taken over the left-touching items of h in packing S i−1 . Note that we use the new coordinates and sizes of left-touching items in this construction, and that this creates a packing without overlap.
If in any step i the items need more than W i room, this implies a chain of left-touching items with total size less than 1 but total weight more than W i . From this we can find a set of one-dimensional items that fit in a bin but have total weight more than W i (using weighting function w i ), which is a contradiction.
As in [11] , this implies immediately that the total weight that can be packed into a unitsized bin is upper bounded by d i=1 W i , which in the present case is d i=1 ρ(b i ). Moreover, by extending the lower bound from [13] to d dimensions exactly as in [11] , it can be seen that the asymptotic performance ratio of any online bounded space bin packing algorithm can also not be lower than 
Conclusions
An open question left by this paper is what the asymptotic performance ratio of the bounded space hypercube packing problem is. We can show that it is Ω(log d), and we conjecture that it is Θ(log d). Giving a explicit expression for the competitive ratio in variable sized packing (as a function of the bin sizes) would be harder. Already in [30] where an optimal one-dimensional bounded space algorithm was given for the variable sized problem, its ratio is unknown. It is interesting to find out whether in the multidimensional case the worst case occurs when only unit sized bins are available.
